Abstract. For the research of a certain unmanned aerial vehicle's inertial navigation system and flight control system, a simulation system of the three-axis turntable is designed. This system adopts host computer and turntable control computer. S-Function with C++ language is used in the host computer to establish the serial communication interface model. Fast data communication between the two computers is achieved by the RS-422 serial port. The test shows that the system has the characteristics of high precision, real-time and reliable operation. This system can be extended to hardware-in-the-loop simulation experiment.
System Design
The overall design of the three axis simulation system is shown in Figure 1 . The turntable control computer is an Advantech industrial control computer, receiving the motion control commands generated by the host computer and generating the control signals of the three axis turntable. The man-machine interface is used to display the field data output and motion parameters trajectory of the turntable. The DSP motion controller composed of the DSP motion control module and the DSP expansion module is the core of the three axis motion control. It drives the turntable to complete the movement instruction by the drive amplifier.
The three axis turntable is vertical U (external axis), U (middle axis) and T (internal axis) structure form, simulating UAV's yaw, roll and pitch separately. The real-time position information of the three axes are fed back to the turntable control computer by the axis angle encoder. It can also be displayed in the serial communication model.
Serial Communication Modeling
The serial communication module realizes the communication between the host computer and the turntable control computer. S-Function is developed for receiving and displaying real-time position information of three axes of the turntable while transmitting motion control commands. By S-Function based on C++ language, the RS-422 serial communication module is created to realize full duplex communication mode.
Serial Communication Protocol Description
The communication adopts custom communication protocol. An interface transmits the external, middle and internal axis data of the three-axis turntable. The data transitions between the two computers adopt the form of "record". All bytes contained in each record must be sent consecutively. Each record that the host computer sends is contains 11 bytes. The records sent by the host computer is shown in Table 1 . Each record that the turntable control computer sends is contains 12 bytes. Data format is shown in Table 2 . 
Communication Module Creation
In the actual modeling process, some models created directly with Simulink are very complex or impossible [7] , while the S-Function is a good solution to this problem. S-Function is developed to create a serial port communication interface module which is shown in Figure 2 . The serial communication module has the function of sending, receiving and displaying.
Fig. 2 Serial Communication Module
The Mux function block integrates the motion of the three axes into a frame of command and inputs serial communication module, then the commands are sent to the turntable control computer directly. The Demux function block will divide the feedback instruction received by serial communication module into the external axis, middle axis and middle axis to display. The content of the display is the three axis real-time position information of the turntable control computer's feedback to the host computer.
Communication Program Design and Implementation
The S-Function written in C + + language contains the program header files that required for Windows programming. It is mainly through the preparation of API function program and use the RS-422 serial port to achieve serial communication. In the custom communication protocol, the host computer sends the instruction including the communication establishment instruction and the movement instruction. When the Initialization of the model is completed, first to send a communication command frame to establish the communication, and then send turntable motion instruction frame to achieve the turntable's control.
According to the Simulink theory [8] , MdlInitialize Size callbacks function first to check the validity of input parameters in the initialization phase, where the input parameter value is 0. Then, set the numbers of input and output ports. A three-dimensional input port receives the three axis control instructions which are the host computer sent to the turntable control computer. A three-dimensional output port outputs the feedback real-time location information of the three-axis. In the mdlStart callback function, the serial number, serial baud rate and send data cycle settings are COMM4, 921600bps, 2ms respectively. The turntable control commands received by input ports are sent to the turntable control computer and the feedback commands received by the turntable control computer are set out via the module's output port are achieved via the callback function mdlOutputs in the loop phase. According to the communication protocol, the data type of the received information is converted.
After editing the program, save it in the current working directory, the Microsoft Visual C ++ 6.0 compiler is installed in Matlab, and enter mex-setup in the Matlab command window to select the Microsoft Visual C ++ 6.0 compiler. Then enter the command mex COMM42.cpp in the command window to create the C-MEX file. The generated C-MEX file can be called by Simulink.
System Test
The simulation system of three axis turntable is shown in Figure 3 .
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RS-422
Communication cables Fig. 3 The simulation system of three axis turntable The accuracy test is given. The turntable's three axes are the initial position 0 °. Host computer and turntable control computer baud rate is set 921600bPs. Simulation period is 2ms. The turntable control computer terminal selects serial port location simulation. Write the motion control command in the control procedure. Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Figure 4 for the host computer sent to the turntable control computer movement command data and real-time trajectory curve. Figure 5 for the turntable control computer feedback to the host computer of the three axis position of the turntable in real time.
The test shows that the measurement accuracy of the system is 0.0001 °. The results meet the design requirements.
Summary
Simulated test proves that the three-axis turntable simulation control platform and the serial communication interface model designed by S-Function can effectively simulate the motion attitude of the aircraft, and ensure accurate real-time communication between simulator, turntable control computer and turntable. The system has the characteristics of stable and reliable operation, high measurement precision and short simulation period. The system has universal applicability, and the hardware-in-the-loop simulation test for UAV or Tactical missile test can be realized by setting up different simulink models and adding corresponding hardware facilities, which has good engineering practical value and popularization significance.
